
Installation and Care Instructions 

Application:

To apply your touch surface

1. Make sure the surface that you are applying the touch point to is dry, clean and free from
grease.

2. Peel off the backing of the label
3. Align your sticker to the surface you wish to apply, then attach.
4. The sticker can be removed and reapplied if necessary but try not to do this to many 

times as it will stop the adhesive working properly. 
5. To activate wipe a damp cloth over the surface.

Care:
Important steps to carry out on a regular basis:

1. Clean your touch points twice a day during normal cleaning operations this will insure 
the Silver Ions are continuously released through out the day, protecting at all times.

2. All types of cleaning sprays can be used on the surface (Do not use bleach)
3. Do not try to remove your sticker and reapply after a period of time.
4. When the adhesive starts to wear on your touch point and it is no longer sticking to the 

surface its time to replace it.

Questions & Answers:

1. How long will the touch surface last for? - The touch point will last up to 6 months 
depending on how often it is touched, the adhesive can start to wear off after this period.

2. Will the touch point adhere to anything? - The sign will adhere to most surfaces.
3. Does Silver come off the touch points? - The silver is released over a very slow process 

and in very small amounts and is completely safe.
4.  Are the Touch points recyclable? - Yes they are made of PVC Vinyl
5. Can the touch surfaces get dirty? - Yes the touch surfaces can get dirty the surface does 

not stop dirt it stops microbes.


